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position that the eye has of Edward Goff, the .missing flagman nected with the affair deserves punishLisbon, ,July,18.(Bywav of Rri.
i2;-T-he
Fatal Forest Fires In Canada.
u Ban Francisco, Calif-Ju- ly
appointed a committee to go to Wash- been, bullied
funcof
on
who
Its
New
was
of
out
his
natural
way
Haven,
A
mysterious and darlne
North Bay, Ontario, July 12 As the ington to work for statehood. The
entire blame for the Banger In which Jos, Spain).
tion of long range vision and with the from New York to his home and was ment equally with Newton.
Iritfce. passengers of the Steamer San- though unsuccessful attempt, was result of forest fires in northern On following telegram was formulated:
Newton gave notice of an appeal
development of printing, forced to do not on duty when killed.
I ta Rosa which foundered last Friday made to penetrate and capture
St. tario, thirty lives are known to have
from
the judgment of the court.
citizens of unnatural duty as
the
"We,
undersigned
A
a keen discriminatbody believed to be that ot a
Point Arguello, were placed, was ueorge castle, now a stronslv fortl. been lost at Porcupine, including Cap New Mexico, respectfully request that or at short
was
found.
brakeman
also
range.
fled
on
fort
the
top of a hill In the tain White and family at West Dome you, as "one of the fifteen senators to
shouldered last night by Captain J. D.
EARTHQUAKE OF SOME
"The eye Is chiefly adapted for
'
- center of the city last night
"
Taris of
and many have been injured. A hos- whom we have sent similar telegrams,
vessel.
; VIOLENCE RECORDED.
"A
TEN
TWENTY
HURT
distant
he
said:
KILLED,
objects,"
ii In an interview Captain' Farts; depital train is now on the way' to Iro make personal effort to secure Imme- seeing muscular effort Is
to
JN DYNAMITE EXPLOSION.
special
required
clared that he was; in complete com- EMMA EAME8 MARRIES
quois Falls. It is believed the casual diate favorable action insuring state-ho- d see
(By Special Leasee Wire to New Mexican
close objects.": ; ; r" 'u;
mand and that messages received from , ' NOTED BARITONE GEORGIA ties will number hundreds,
D. C, July 12. An
New
and
Mexico
Washington,
for
Arizona,
Babies sore eyes he said cause (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
rethe Baft Francisco office of the PScif- Frankfort-on-the-Malthereby ending he uncertainty ' that about one fourth of blindness In child
Germany earthquake of some, violence and
1? Steamship Company with regard to (Br Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City Gats Watered Milk.
has caused widespread business . de- rejn. J1. A,-'- Shawan, superintendent July 12. Ten persons were killed and markable for its duration was 'rethe removal of the Santa Rosa's pas , i Paris, July 12. Madam Emma : a nirty-nv- e
mine aeaiers uwr ar- pression In both territories. ' $r ap ot. Schools at Columbus, Ohio, declar- twenty others seriously Injured by corded last night at the selsmologieal
sengers were merely ta the nature of Eames and Emillo de Oogorza, the not rested at Kansas City, Mo., this week peal to you personally to exert your ed In his address that limited vision an explosion in a dynamite factory observatory of Georgetown University.
ed baritone, were married here today.' tor watering their milk.
The point Ot ocurrence was remote.
suggestions.
lnfluencen our behalf."
can be Increased by proper training. outside the city today.
fire-swe-
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AGE TWO

Hay Fever

The Little Store

and Summer Colds

MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUCH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"

Foley s Honey and Tar Compound
t or saie oy au ariggists.
UNSAID; UNDONE.

I
The words that I have left unsaid,
Fearing to bring upon the head
Of someone, although well deserved
Man's punishment; If I had swerved
And said, perchance, another thing
Instead to mitigate the sting
May such words absolution bring

GROCERY

To me.

II

WE

GIVE

REGISTER

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza,
TICKETS

CASH

ALL

WITH

PURCHASES,

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

tack on Mrs. Baca, has been released
""7
by the Justice of the peace at Las Ve- IT.
was
on
the ground that the killing
gas
Cored of Tubcrcclosis
justified. Montoya was a youth of
slight build, only IS years of age, and 'Toorneglect a cold, bronchitis,
Consumption is dangerous. We all
was killed while fleeing from the Baca know
how prone people are to deny tnejr
a flattering
have
ensued
house and in the struggle that
Consumption. It Isfilled
the sufferer is Call with bright
with Baca, who is a powerfully built hopesand
consumption
of Improvement.
and then take
man.
by Its own dread name
it is effecbecause
Alterative,
Eckmans
tive in Tuberculosis. No one need doubt
about it there is plenty of evidence
E. P. & S. W. Leases R. I. Track.
the
live witnesses. Investigate
The El Paso & Southwestern has from
Amenia, N. Y.
following:
was
I
to
Feb., 1808,
Gentlemen: "Prior
closed a contract with the Rock
in Rochester, N. T., suffering
Island Railway co., for a lease on the located
with LaGrippe, which developed Into
gave me one
miles of track'from Tuc- Tuberculosis. My physician
to live. I was
having terrible
umcari to Santa Rosa for a period of month
y
and loschills
sweats
and
night
gone from 155
fifty years, so as to obtain a through ing flesh rapidly, having
135 lbs. I coughed and raised continto
line from Dawson to El Paso and
that walking:
ually and became so weak
me. On my return
a few feet exhausted
t
unnlas nhirfltMflll CratVA tTlA its
tie encouragement. My father, who s aclergyman, heard of Eck man's AlteraTannery at Tucumcari.
James nill of Anadarko. Oklahoma,
sweats and chills
disappeared, my
I
M.Jnallv
has under consideration the establish- night I
a
in
few days I developed
and
ment of a tannery in Tucumcari. The minished
an appetite, the first In months. I am
lbs.
process Is a vegetable one and only now in perfect health, back to 165
's
that I owe my life to
requires about thirty days to finish I feel certain
Alterative."
a
leather. He proposes to establish
B. H. COWLES.
(Signed)
Gentlemen: "I cannot find words to
plant that will work a number of express
of what your
appreciation
my
men.
It changed
remedy has done for my son.
weeks afdespair into hope withinandtwowithout
any
it,
ho
ter
taking
began
in
Colfax.
Road Building
doubt in my mind, It saved his lire. to
endorsement
add
to
my
I wish
A large force of men and twenty
word of his testimonial."
teams are working west of the Ute every
REV. J. J. COWLES,
(Signed)
Pastor Presbyterian Church.
Park, Colfax county, to put the road , Eckman's Alterative
cures Bronchitis,
over Taos pass in first class shape. Asthma,
and Lung
Hay Fever; Throat cured
cases
of
booklet
for
Ask
Affections.
More than $2,000 are being expended
Eckman
to
the
Laboratory,
write
and
on the work so that Raton may have Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
a model auto driveway to Taos to For Sale by all leading druggists
divert the Taos trade from Santa Fe by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
to Raton.

aer0ynnVSa

'

e
lung-troubl-

dis-eas- e,

fifty-seve- n

mid-da-

The deeds which I have left undone
From rise to height and set of sun
Because some trouble they might
breed
For those in direr, sorer need;
Rearing, instead, a better thing
To help, not hinder soothe, not sting
May such deeds absolution bring
To me.
,
Envoy.
ve no regrets for deeds not done,
For words unspoken, songs unsung
That may have caused two lives to

Eck-man-

WE ARE ALWAYS HAMMERING AWAY TRYING TO PLEASE
HONEST
OUR CUSTOMERS BY GIVING THEM
HARDWARE
FOR THEIR MONEY.
'..DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER USING POOR TOOLS.
BUY
OURS; THEY ARE PROPERLY TEMPERED.
BUY
POOR TOOL8 ARE A POOR INVESTMENT.
OUR
GOOD TOOLS AND MAKE A GOOD INVETMENT.

Phone

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

comes
need
will
summer
this
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
connected to
gines are not pumping they can
any other machine and will run it cneaper tnan

to the agent.

F.

HATS

MEXICAN
New and Full Assortment

of

14

OUTING

SUMMER

THAT

FOR

Unique

Latest in Hand Color- inf Post Cards.

San Juan Potter;
Artistic
Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

hand

can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable
your work by applying

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

Lu-cer- o

When the dry

running it

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Monoplane Built at Albuquerque
ing and is still in a serious condition,
Modeled somewhat after the style half unconscious, lying in a room in a
OIL
OLIVE
IMPORTED
FINE
EXTRA
of
A.
E.
Beaudette
ofa Bleriot type,
South First street hotel, where he was
Albuquerque, has constructed a mono- taken several hours after the perpetra.
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES An part
an
heart.
wound,
aching
opened
plane flying machine, with which he tion of the high handed violence.
only mourn the careless thought
hopes soon to startle the world by
couched,
by action
language
making successful long distance
wrought
Fined for Stealing Ties.
flights. Beaudette has been quietly
That to mankind fresh grief has working on the machine for more
Charged with larceny of ties from
brought
the Santa Barbara Pole and Tie comthan six months.
"
Through me.
pany, Jose Zamora and Roman
W. Murdoch Lind, in National
PHONE 191 BLACK
y Santallanes, of Alameda, were
Dispossessing Squatters.
Magazine for July.
of
the
The Questa Gazette says that much arraigned before Justice
hardship is being caused by Sheriff Peace George R. Craig at Albuquerque
Quintana dispossessing squatters on having been arrested by Mounted Pothe Costilla Estates holdings, espe- liceman George Fred Murray last Sat
STATE
AROUND THE
cially in Township 32, Range 13 east, urday. Both men practically admitted
northern Taos county. Many of the their guilt. Zamora was fined ten dol
spell
people have large areas under cultiva lars and costs and Santallanes fifteen
a
for
Five Dollars
Slogan.
off the premises at dollars and costs.
you
- tion and to be put
Tuccommerce
of
The chamber of
before harvest, is a
Just
this
time,
umcarl has offered a prize of $5 for
misfortune.
Collects Delinquent Taxes.
motto or slogan for Tucumcari, such great
As the result of the many suits for
as Chicago has in "I will"
Homestead Instituted at Estancia
the collection of delinquent taxes
Organizer F. W. Farmer of Santa filed recently by District Attorney C.
Marriage License Issued.
a homestead of the W. G. Ward, tax money is coming in
be
A marriage license was Issued at Fe has instituted
Las Vegas to Maria Taylor, age 24, Brotherhood of American Yeomen at rapidly to the coffers of the county
Las Vegas, and Antonio' Quintana, Estancia, with the following officers; and Deputy Treasurer and Collector
Honorable Foreman, Allen Barret; Robert L. M. Ross is being kept busy
power.
age 24, Pecos. Both young people
by
Master of Ceremonies, Wm. H. Miner-ma- receiving the money and issuing reare well known In Santa Fe.
You
Correspondent, Mrs. W. H. Ma ceipts. Those persons who are delin
son; Master of Accounts, Mrs. H. quent have not waited for. Judgment
for
What Santa Fe Should Do.
The scenic highway, leading to El G. Souders; Chaplain, W. H. Mason; to be obtained but have hurried to
Overseer, A. A. Hine; Lady Rowena, the court house to settle up. Mr. Ross
Forvenir, 20 miles west of Las Vegas Mrs.
A. J. Green; Lady Rebekah, Mrs, says the amount of money brought
has
of
50
east
Santa
Fe,
miles
and
GORMLEY,
FRANK
been placed in excellent repair by a Hine; Watchman, D. W. Robinson; in by the suits will amount to several
thousand dollars. Some of the suits
force of 50 men under the supervi Sentinel, W. C. Smith.
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
were for taxes delinquent since 1901.
sion of M. Romero.
Blackhand Outrage at Albuquerque.
Las Vegas Optic.
Refusing to submit to an alleged
Contract for Methodist Church
The contract has been let to J. E black hand outrage after he had been
to build a Methodist warned that he would be shot dead WOOD'YS
Chesworth
church at Cimarron, Colfax county, instantly upon his refusal, Christopher
to replace the one destroyed by a Sgzanini, president of the Sandia Land
From
who is
windstorm last year. The new struct and Improvement company,
well known in Santa Fe and was a cen
ure will cost $3,000.
TAOS
BARRANCA
sus ennumerator las year, was cracked
South
ol the head with a pistol held by one Meets Both North
Died of Diptheria.
Bounds
George McKellar, aged 35 years, died of a quartette of blackmailing gentlesuddenly et Wagon Mound, Mora coun. men at 8 o'clock last Saturday morn
Leaves Barranca on the arrlral et
ty. of diptheria which caused heart
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
the
north bound train and arrives at
Da.
failure. Two years ago his brother
at 7 p. m.
and
in
bulk
&
seeds
field
All
package
kinds of flowers, garden
4LFALFA SEED.
vid was drowned in a lake at Wagon Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Ton
miles shorter than any other
Mound.
Contain Mercury
Good covered hack and food
way.
Fe
in
house
exclusive
will
as mercury
The only
the
surely destroy
grain
sense of smell and completely derange teams.
Brewery Files Suit
to a.k
The Southwestern Brewery
and the whole system when entering it
uCaxComfottrnfel.
Ice company at Albuquerque filed suit through the mucous surfaces. Such
in the district court
Judgment articles should never be used except
Phone Black against L. T. Shryer asking
Phone Black
and Otto Mann on prescriptions from reputable physi
of Gallup, in the sum of $2,511.40, al cians, as the damage they will do is
leged to be due on promissory notes ten fold to the good you can possibly
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
W. H. KERR
Suicide at Tucumcari.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
AGENT
HUBBS LAUNDRY.
J. H. Eady, a well known Methodist & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
church worEer at Tucumcari, killed and fs taken internally,
acting directly
himself by sending a bullet through upon the blood and mucous surfaces your laundry on Mondays and Tueshis brain. He was found kneeling at of the
system. In buying Hall's Ca days and deliver on Thursdays and
his bed by his wife as If in attitude tarrh Cure be sure
you get the genu Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
hundreds of of prayer. A' note by his side exoner ine. It is taken internally and made
ten months. They-havChlckering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico ated every one from blame for the in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. are mended and buttons sewed en
Buth and Lane.
tragedy.
your shirts without extra charge.
and Arizona.
Testimonials free.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Sold by Druggists.
Price, 75c per PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Teachers at Estancia.
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
bottle.
The Estancia school board has elect
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
ed the following teachers. 3. 1. Fergu
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- pation.
Miss
Minnie
first
Laws,
son,
principal;
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
assistant; Miss Elizabeth Hubbard,
Interior Player Pianos, and many, more than half way in making
second
Miss
Mary
Lobb,
assistant;
nd
sat.
a
of
a
We
Have
Built
piano
simple
other makes.
purchase
Up
La Salle
This firm has purchased over six Isfactory business transaction, not one third assistant; Mrs. Blanche Parrett
primary.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

LOUIS

JULY 12, 1911.

WEDNESDAY,

Bis-be-

TRY IT

INTER

M.

:

WHEN

:

THE

YOU CAN GET

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Patronize home Industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO,

HACK LINE

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

TO

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Trains.

ros

Santa

Hilar tou

FARE

LEO HERSCH

45

Pa

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

Lump

yanke:

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. 6 8. F, Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

$5.00

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

oal

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and nnioproTe'd City Property, Orchards
and Rtncles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

PAD C Al P
rUlV JALC

'Sr0Te1

'

Modern Residences for Rent.

e

Learnard-Lindemann

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

Jesse-Frenc-

Restaurant

I

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
R.

Lumber and all kinds
of btf ilding material

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Masonic Visit
For the purpose of assisting their
brethren of Watrous in exemplyfying
the work of the third degree a delegation of Las Vegas Masons yesterday went to that town, making the
trip overland. Following the lodge
gave
meeting the Watrous Masons
a reception for their visitors.

Telephone
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $540
French Noodle Order 20c a dish
New York Chop Suey lOo.

Committed to Insane Asylum.
Regino Cruz of Mora county was
taken to Las Vegas yesterday by Sheriff Andrea Gandert and Deputy SheWE HANDLE LUMBER
riff E. H. Biernbaum, and after a
na nave every
hearing by Judge Clarence J. Roberts in large quantities
lot 'urnlsbing the
For Best Laundry Work
was committed to the territorial hos- modern factli
m dressed
pital for the Insane. The man bad very best twins
;'.
Lumber.
been falling mentally for some time, j
We are thus BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
if every description
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
auhled to make the very best prlcet
Murderer Is Released,
such high grade
Epaflorldito Baca, a wealthy sheep-- for l.tnut'pr .
H' tie pleased to figure on
men of Tecolote, San Miguel county,
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
killed Leopoldo Montoya on the contracts.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
his head
11V
night of July 4, by crush-nPhone Red No. 23.
with a rock because of an alleged at- f
Phone, Red No. 23

Imperial Laundry

you-wh-

1

g

LIVERY STABLE

11.

VnarlC3

fslvi

1UQlOW

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone

D

CHAS. CLOSSON

s-'

Wfaei hi Need of Anything
in tie LIVERY LINE,
Drivers Furnished.

Don Gaspnr Ave.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fa on main Una of Santa Pa,
miles from depot
ana and one-haTent bun g& lows. Is Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnish ed foy
..
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
lf

.

,

WILLIAMSON RANCH,
- Glorleta, N. M

WEDNE8DAY,

JULY 12, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
NATURE'S

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

WARNING.

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It

The following are the time tablet Kidney Ills come quietly mysteriof the local railroad i:
ously,
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
But nature always warns you.
Leaye
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color is unhealthy
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westIf there are settlings and sediment.
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Passages frequent, scanty, painful.
Returning arrive it Santa Fe 11:10
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west Pills,
To ward off Brlght's disease or diaboand.
betes.
6:30
Santa
at
Fe,
Returning arrive
Doan's (have done great work In Sanp. m.
Fe.
ta
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortix St., Santa
8
4
eaetbounl
and
No.
9 westbound;
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Returning arr?r at Santa Fe 11:10 Kidney Pills off and on for two years
P. m.
and they have done me a world of
D. & R. G. Ry.
good. A dull pain in the small of my
m.
a.
for north.
Leaves 10:15
back, sometimes extending Into my
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
bladder caused me a great deal of
New Mexico Central Ry.
suffering, particularly when I took
Leave 5:45 p. m., contacts with No. cold. I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and In addition to the pain
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections In my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The
from No. 3 east
kidney secretions were highly colored
Herewith are some bargains offered and when passed were .attended with
by the New Mexican Printing com- a scalding pain. I never used another
as satisfactorily as
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the remedy that acted
Pills.
Doan's
They proved to
Kidney
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep be Just the medicine my
case requirbound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri ed and tihe
complete cure they brought
Code
Missouri
$5;
Pleading forms,
bas led me to recommend them on
Pleadings. $8; the two for $10. more than one occasion."
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, cents.
n
Co., Buffalo,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; New York, sole agents foj the United
Sheriff's Flexible States.
full leather $3.
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.26;
Remember the name Doan's and
New tufte no other.
two or mere books, $1 each.
M'xlco Supreme Court Reports, Not
Floods Tied Up Trains.
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
The Santa Fe trains from El Paso
pilatlon Corporation Laws, 75 e. Compilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's to Albuquerque and from Rlncon to
digest of New Mexico Reports, fui; Silver City were tied 'up yesterday
by high water.
heeo. $6.50: full list school blanks.
Fostear-Milbur-

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch)

!

Best of Beds
Best of Food
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
a

EtfiST

SANTA FE, N. M, TO
-

- -

$50.35

Buffalo,-

44.35

Denver.

St. Louis,
New York,

V

t

I-

-

$64.95
21.10

-

m

Colorado Sp'gs,

76.35

MORE

OF

18.15

Care of Eyes to Be Topic
on Certain Date
This Fall
NATIONAL MOVEMENT STARTED

Music in

L.

PLAZA

Elevate the General
Taste.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican

San Francisco, July 12. A "Conger-ration of Vision" Day, when the care
of the eyes will form the subject of
consideration in the schools and public assemblies throughout the United
States, was jroposed by Dr. if. Park
Lewis, of Buffalo, in an address today
before the Department of Special Edu
cation of the National Education Association. This suggestion was made
in oraer that thought may be fixed
upon the Subject, and the public enlightened as to the necessity. A
certain day in the fall of 1912 as a
Conservation of Vision Day was
"In his address, Dr. Lewis said in
part:
The children of the country are
its most valuable resource. To the
extent that their efficiency is developed, and their productiveness increas
ed, will the standard of civilization
be raised. The' most valuable single
asset of their effectiveness in their
eyesight, and this is in a large propor
tion of cases needlessly sacrificed.
One third of all blindness is preventable, and a much larger proportion of
people with defective vision need
never have suffered this handicap had
right protective measures been em-

sanitariums the architects the engineers the mothers and the public
generally in making more widely un
derstood and carrying into effect the
principles of the hygiene of vision.
This is being developed through the
American Association for the Conservation of Vision, which includes in
its active membership many of the
most distinguished scientists in the
country.
"It is proposed, and this work has
already been begun, to issue publications under the authority of specia
lists, in the various departments.
These will include studies in the
proper lighting of schools the best
form of type and paper to be employed and more especially the lessening
of the hours of eye work. It will con
sider, also methods of protecting the
eyes from needless accidents. These
causes contributing so largely to de
fective eyesight, are already govern-

In these days when beauty is almost as much regarded as utility in
the building of cities, and when even
in Santa Fe the planting of trees for
shade and ornament is recognized n
one of the most ' important improve
ments and attractions requiring atten
tion, it seems only proper to give credit to those who began this voi't long
before it received much appreciation.
Every one recognizes the Plaza as
the central feature of Santa Fe, on
account of its noble trees and restful
shade. For almost a generation
it
was the only real park in New Mexico
and inquiries are frequent as to the
person who had the taste and the public spirit to make it a thing of beauty.
Down to 1S44 It was an open sandy
square, partially filled during the day
with a motley array of wagons, horand
ses, mules, oxen and burros;
when the caravan of the Santa Fe
trail arrived, crowded with the vehi
cles and animals which had crossed
the Great Plains.
In that year there came for New
Mexico a new
governor Mariano
Martinez, direct from the capital of
He was young, handthe Republic
en-- il
some ancl gallant, and soon
l
eared himself not only to the
officials but to the people in
by
general. Ha was accompanied
his beautiful young wife, Dona Teresa,
wlicse tact, courtesy and graceful
manners made her fully as popular as

able.

.

piano-playe-

'

,

Foley Kidney Pills are composed oi
ingredients specially selected for
their corrective, healing, tonic, and
stimulating effect upon the kidneys.
bladder and urinary passages.; They
are antiseptic, aniillthic and .. a - uric
acid solvent.
For sale by all drug---t
gists.

New Mexico Military

Institute

R08WELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest-Bank- ed
'by United States War De
.
Instltu- partmcnt as "Distinguished
tlon." Army officers detailed by War
--

;
y. i,
Department
Through Academic course, prepar-In- g
young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
; Healthiest location of any Military
Located In toe
, School in the Union.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of 1700
-- of the West at an elevation
feet above sea level, sunshine every
-flay, hut little rain or snow during the
season. '
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
.All graduates from standard eastern
.colleges. Ten buildings, " throughly1
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
fan all respects.
,
REGENTS EA. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, . Vice Pres.
f '.
J. P, WHITE, Treasurer.
u W JC ATKINSON, Secretary.
i and W. A, UNLET.
- For
particular! and Illustrated ca--;
rtalogues address
: to
oou us. w.vnxec! i
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20 YEARS AGO TODAY
1

(From the New Mexican et tale date

S
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rriatesdeftt

1191.)
Mayor and Mrs. Thornton , will return from their outing on the Pecos
;

L- -

tomorrow morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy are
still sojourning in their cottage on
. '
the upper Pecos river.
Bradford Prince spent
Mra I
several days during the past? week at
Powers hotel on the upper Pecos.
Dr. Symington and Harry S. Clancy
left, yesterday for a fishing jaunt to
the Rio Brazos.
They will, return
home Monday.
Mrs. B. Seligman is still in Philadelphia with relatives.
Col., and Mrs. R. E. Twltchell and
son are at Powers hotel on the upper
Mrs. Twltchell is gradually
Pecos,
improving in health.
John H. Knaebel, Esq ' left yester
day on a trip to Denver and jviU ride
to the crest of Pike's Peak by rail
on a pleasure jaunt before he re
- '
' 4
. ,
turn
--

);

AGO

Him Beloved.

ww

B

YEARS

Martinez Which Made

-

MMt

SEen

vi va

the Public Schools to Aesthetic Plans of Governor

folk-son-

VT

wa tAvaa

Prince Tells of Early
Tree Planting

Pueblo,

L0ELW

Notice for Publication,
of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

final five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. SI., on Uj,e 17th day of

Department

Delivered by Attorney A. B. Renehan,
at His Funeral on
July 5.

July

10, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Pedro August, 1911.
Gurule, of Lamy, X. M., who, on July
Claimant names as witness: Nico10, 1906. made homestead entry. No. las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe
for lots 1 and 2, end S
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canonclto,
As one who knew him well, who enNE
section 2, township 13 N, X. M.
adhis
joyed
confidence, and who vas
10 E, N. M. .'. meridian, has
MANUEL R. OTERO,
mitted to the wholesomeness of his range
been filed notice of intention to make
Register.
humanity, the breath and warmth of
his philosophy, the greatness of his
erudition, the beauty of his refinement, and delicacy, and gentleness,
who calleu him friend and was in turn
f.. DEALER IN..
called friend by him, I coaie to lay the
tribute of my puny words upon his
bier.
When first I ventured upon the devThe EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe., N. M.
ious paths of my profession, a profession which, to be rightly pursued, deMABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.
mands of its votary soul and conscience, dutifulness, self sacrifice and
Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents
bigness of mind and
labors manifold, he took me by the
hand end led the way.
His was honor undefined, and so
straight the course he took that none
can say he was a faithless advocate for
rectitude he worshipped as the saint
his deity; none can say that he, in all Carrying the U. S. mall and pas100 lbs.
to
Baggage allowance
his works, was not moved by an over sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
each regular ticket, excess baggags
of
sense
whelming
right, Justice, duty
N. M connecting with the at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
and propriety, behind all of which Roswell,
El
&
Southwestern and Rock IsPaso
We are equipped to carry any kind
there stood as constant mpnitor a
a
kindliness of thought and word and land Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
& Santa Fe Railroad.
deed, whose like it. is doubtful if we
ara.
8:45
Leaves
at
m.,
Special rates are given for excur
Vaughn
shall see again.
In his eyes the material was not en rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Bions, for eight or more passengers.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. &., ar- For further
tirely worthless, neither was it the end
information, write the
and aim of all. The spiritual with rive In Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
him was the master motif.
The Paraclete, the Comforter, abided
with him, and he was paraclete, the
comforter, to many.
When doubt surged eround me, he
was the Pierian spring from which I
drew large draughts of Inspiration, for
out of his abundance he gave abun
dantly.
He was my guide, philosopher and
friend.
Teach me to feel another's woe, to
hide the fault I see," was a large part
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF
WRITING THE SAME
of his gospel, and from his tongue
THING
IN
OF YOUR BUSICOURSE
THE
FREQUENTLY
comment
on
his
never fell harsh
NESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU
brothers, but only the kind, the gen
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
erous, the magnamimous address. He
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
knew that in the strong there is a
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
weakness, and in the weak some un
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
discovered strength..
THESE DAYS.
Enemies he had none, and when he
suffered any blow, it came from the
hand of his friend, at whose derelic
tion he sorrowed in patience without
PRICE-LIS- T
will or thought of vengeance, believing
in his heart that the wrongs men do
One-lin- e
15e
Stamp, not over 21-- Inches long
are not always born of vice, but often
Each additional line on same stamp
lOo
the offspring of occasion which a fortOne-lin- e
and not over 3
Inches long 20c
Stamp, over 2
uitous debility did not or could not reEach
on stamp
line
15c
additional
no
sist. He himself gave
stroke of
One-lin- e
hate or anger.
Stamp, over 31-- 2 and not over 5 inches long.... 25c
Prom us there has gone a master
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
mind, e lawyer without a peer, a splenOne-lin- e
over 5 inches long per Inch
35c
Stamp,
citidid gentleman, a lawyer, a good
Each additional line, same price.
zen, a pure man, a universal Chris(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
tian, who like Abou Ben Adhem, loved
bis fellow men.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra
9G33-759-
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Public School Music.
16.35 San Francisco, July 12. The key
- - 75.95
note sounded in a paper by Miss Elsie
M. Shawe, of St. Paul, Minn., Presi
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN dent of the music department of the
LOW RATES THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO National Education Association, at a
section meeting of the Association
today, on "Public School Music in
LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.
Relation to the Music of the Commu
nity," was that public school music
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
is one of the largest factors in th9
SANTA FE, N. M making of America a musical nation.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Music in its relation to the home
was
first considered. "Germany1
said the speaker "is said to owe the
place it does In the musi
cal world today to music in the home.
One of our foremost musicians
in
America today a German by birth
has said that he owes his musical
gift, not to his father, who was noted
as a conductor, virtuoso and comit
poser but rather to the lullabies ' and
Successor to B. P. Williams
other simple
that he heard
it
from his earliest infancy from his
V,
mother's Hps.
it
"How can our public schools assist
in bringing more music and music
as of
a better quality into the home?
By having nothing but the best music
sung or played in the school, and secI have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
ond by including in the course of
D Williams and will continue to
it as a FIRST wif
Aurnaii hut
- nnerate
II WU U
U
II IllWUIIf HHW "
study many , beautiful folk and other
simple but good songs, which through
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
love and familiarity the child will nat
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
urally carry to his home. With the
r
advent of the mechanical
to
merit
trust
and
efficient
service,
endavor to give prompt and
and talking machine in the school, the
:
our patronage.
supervisor has an additional respon
sibility, as it becomes the duty of the
supervisor to select music for the
ST
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO
children to hear that will cultivate
in them an appreciation of the very
Santa Fe, N. M
best in the Art of music."
Phone 139 Red

Boston,

PAIS

OF

LATE JUDGE JOHN H. KNAEBEL

ARE DESIRED

VISION DAY

ployed
"A movement is under way to coordinate the efforts of the teachers
the doctors the social workers the

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

Telegraph Glorieta

con
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depar-menta-

her husband.
They brought with them many
ideas which were novel in New Mex
ico, and among them was their love
of trees and shaded public grounds.
So one of the acts for which Gov
ernor Martinez has ever since been
gratefully remembered, was the plant
ing in the Plaza of Cottonwood trees
vhich for more than two thirds of a
century have been the pride of Sauti
Fe. Two generations have enjoyed
the benefit of their refreshing shaie
and they still remain to render the
Plaza of Santa Fe famous.
These trees were planted under the
direct supervision of the governor
and he took such a personal interest
in their success that he is sail to
have held each tree in its proper place
as the earth was placed around its
roots.
Governor Martinez was not s.visfled with this one park in the center
of the city, but he set an example
which might well be followed even
now. He planned a large park for
beauty and pleasure in" the outskirts
of the town; and laid out and planted
with choice young cottonwoods a spa
cious square In the valley just south
of the Rosario chapel. To insure
rapid growth he had a system of ace
qulas constructed to carry water to
all parts of the park; and during his
term of office it rapidly became a
thing of beauty. Unfortunately after
his retirement, no interest was taken
in the matter by his successors; and
by neglect and from lack of water,
the trees gradually died and
Coming down to a somewhat

more

recent period, the splendid rows of
cottonwoods which are the attractive
and Grant
features of Washington
Avenues were planted by the United
States military authorities, under the
direction of Captain John Ayers, who
is well remembered by many Santa Fe
people. To the day of his death, it
was the special pride of Capt. Ayers
and the frequent subject of his con
versation, that he was thus the father
of one of Santa Fe's most character
istic attractions; and when, in nis
later "days, he was custodian of the
Military Reservation, he would give
the history of almost every tree of
special size or beauty.
While this is but a brief sketch, yet
It carries Its moral, which Is that few
acts of officials bring more lasting
benefit and pleasure to the people,
or a more grateful memory of the be
nefactor, than the planting of trees
and the construction of parks There
is room for such action today, and
it. is much more easy than it will be
in the future. There is no reason
why there cannot be a park exactly
where Governor Martinez laid out his,
in 1844; there ought to be one in a
central position on the south side
and If it can still be obtained, the
Cienega with its constant water supply, presents an ideal situation for a
park with a pond in the center, like
the ""Bishop's Garden", on a large

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands

R05WELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.

To-pek-

J W.

Rubber Stamps

2

2

2

Largers sizes at proportionate prices.

MANY CUNNING WAYS

Inch In size, we charge for
Inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
inch
50c
Local Dater any town and date for
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year In 3 Inch
35
Regular line Dater
v
1.50
Definance Model Band Dater
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1.tio
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
j
STAMP PADS
25 cents; 2 3
10 cents, 2x3
15 cents; 2
15 cents; 3
75 cents.
60 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

Where type used Is over
one line for each one-ha-

OF DAN CUPID.

one-ha- lf

lf

Man's Inconstancy and Woman's
ishness Permit Him to Play
Many a Joke Each Day.

.

...

n
July 12. Mrs.
Jessup, the secon 1 victim of the

Denver, Colo.,
Li.

Fool--

Al-vi-

Capitol Hill thug, who .en years ago
terrorized the residence district of ihe
hill by a series of brutil attacks upcu
women, was secretly divorceJ. seveiai
mofc.hs ago.
Coupie Charged With Bigamy.
Mrs. Helen Allison and John Rorros,
whom she married on June 3, were
bound over to the district court yesterday by Magistrate Thrush on a charge
ot bigamy.
Their bonds were fixed
at $1.00 each.
Wife Should Get Two Thirds.
several ' representative
Although
women have answered, each in her
own way, these questions which Mrs.
Ella W. Peattle raises in a recent mag
azine article, a brand new solutionn is
given by Mrs. bofia M. Loebinger, editor of the American Suffragette. This
is defined in two words marriage con

...

Fac-Smi-

SELF-INKIN-

2,

4,

4

flEW MEXICAN PRIflTIJJG CO.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

I

EVERY

tract.

'And how much should the contract

award her? ' I asked.
"I think she should always have at
least half her husband's Income; halt
the property he possesses at the time
of his marriage should be settled on
her," replied Mrs. Loebinger. "But
when it is understood that she is to
pay for the housekeeping supplies out
of her allowance a larger amount
should be assigned her."
s
"Under these circumstances
of the family, income is none
too large a sum, to put at her disposal,
with the understanding, of course,
that half this is to go for household ex
penses. Then her own personal allowance and that of her husband
will be exec ly equal, which is as it
:

two-third-

should be."

8ent Her Beer and Fish.
Complaining that her husband sent
presents of beer and fish to another
woman, Mrs. Ida P. Hawpe filed a
suit for divorce from William W.
Hawpe, a police officer. The couple
were married November 20, 1905.
Mrs. Louise Le Lan Smith has instisc&Ig
tuted divorce proceedings against Joel
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
T. Smith, a wealthy mining and irrigation promoter, whom she declares
is worth in excess of $75,000. She
Boys Held for Burglary.
Fifteen-year-ol- d
John Howard and asks $5,000 permanent alimony and $50
William Davenport were arrested at a month.
Colrado Springs on the charge of burgDiscovered Man's Perfidy.
Los Angeles, July 10. Dropping inlary preferred by John Hillmer.
to Swobdi's millinery store, 74 South
OLD LADY'S SAGE ADVICE
Broadway, to purchase a hat for her
Mrs.
Mamie honeymoon Journey, Mrs. Bertha Shu-leKnoxrille, Tenn.
Towe. ot 102 W. Main Street, this
Powers was waited on by Mrs.
Wills Wallace Powers a saleswoman.
city, says: "If you had seen me,
I began to take Cardui, you In chatting over styles, the customer
would not think I was the same per- blushelngly admitted she was married
son. Six doctors failed to do me only last Saturday and added, with
good, and my friends thought I would considerable pride, that her husband,
die. I could hardy get out of bed or John W. Powers, was one of the best
walk a step. At last an old lady ad- and nicest of men "Why," exclaim
vised me to U-tCardui, and now I ed Mrs. Wills Wallace Powers, "my
All ailing husband's name is John W. Powers
can go most anywhere."
women need Cardui, as a gentle, re- but I haven't seen him for a long time.
freshing; tonic especially adapted to He ran away irom me in Cleveland,
their peculiar ailments. tt Is a relia O. months and months ego." Examble, rentable remedy, successfully ination of photographs proved that
used for over 60 years.: Ton ought to both women had married the same
.
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LAW OFFICER

NEEDS THEM
Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Coyoting

the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909

and

1910

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

1

MnnavV Hi uaci
lUUIiey b UlgeSl

TO 14 IN STOCK
Covers Volumes I to 9 inclusive,
Price
Postpaid

$5.00,

DERDIEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid
Missouri Code Pleadings,

ADSSolNEEW

$6.17, Postpaid

.

y

Forms for Missouri Pleading

: : : Price

$5.17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897

he-fo-

SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909

FOR SALE BY THE

IIEl'l MEXICAN

PRIIITIIIG CO.,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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$

Editor and President
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,

COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Eutered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fa Poatoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
23
Daily, per week, by carrier
Weekly, six months
Dally, per month, by carrier... .75
Weekly, rer year
5
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00 Weeky, per quarter
ally, per year, by mail

92-5-

1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.
(
,

PRACTICE IN NEW
MEXICO.
The New Mexican is pleased to note
that La Opinion Publica at Albuquerque sees and condemns the iniquity
of the present method of administering estates in New Mexico and the
looseness with which the probate law
is administered.
The New Mexico
probate code is conflicting, ridiculous
and inadequate, "but what there is enforceable of it is too often disregard
ed.
The duty of sitting
in probate matters requires as much
in
legal education and knowledge
some respects as does the act' of
over the district court.
presiding
Opinion Publifca . is ; therefore quite
right when it says:
"The probate judge's office is one
of the greatest responsibility and importance in all counties. The people
who have a right to vote at the
polls, and who- take part in the con
ventions of the different pqliticar par
ties, ought to take care in" selecting
for such delicate positions, only hon
est persons, by this we don't mean
that a judge is honest because he is
good and modest.
"In the second place, persons holding such positions ought to be com
petent and able to discharge their
duties as judges; third, the judges
must be persons that will not allow
any other person to guide them, es
pecially if they are more ignorant
than themselves; fourth, care; must be
taken that the judges are not inclin
ed to vice or drunkenness.
"We make these small observations
because the probate judges are con
sidered as parents to the orphans and
protectors of the widows, as it is their
duty to see that nobody steals the
property willed to them by their pred
ecessors.
It is desired that in the
next election the voters pay more at
tention to the important office, as it
is a pity that the widows and orphans
come into the hands of Incompetent,
drunk and easy to guide judges; and
we suggest that the district attorneys
these bad
do their best to remove
ones who are at present in office in
different parts, of the territory. It is
the district attorney's obligation and
duty to enforce the law, especially as
to the county officers concerned.
-

THE HUNTER AND THE HUNTED.
.
,
lie UUJ1LC1 nuu fcvrca uuuuug
of
morals
the
not ask about the
by
game. Thus the men appointed
wrong
governments to prosecute
doing have often not so much in mind
the justification, of the law as they
X

v...

,

..,,

of wrong doing; it is not so much
Justice they desire to do, as to make
a showing as to the number of people
they have sent to the Penitentiary.

There is something pathetic in the
death bed statement of Gustav Kis- sell, which the Associated Press made

tlarge class

of solid

businessmen

who prided themselves upon their in- tegrity, who did business according
to the accepted rules of the business
who are good and kind and
who have no idea of
He was of the
any one.
of men who have done wonders

a few venturesome souls that
It is the state
attempt the trails.
in
roads
constructed mountain
Switzerland that bring that little republic 130,000,000 from tourists
fnvi'Ann line 4
nmiinil
railroad officials both of the
Santa Fe and the Rock Island sys
tems and the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad would certainly join, that as
soon as the Scenic Highway is pushed through to the Pecos, they would
give New Mexico advertising equal
to that now
the Grand
TKrt Vnmr

JULY 12, 1911.
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NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING

WEDNESDAY.
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which would bnng millions of dollars
annually into New Mexico,
Isn't that worth while, and more
than the profits of all other roads
n together? Does it need any
ment with progressive and
ing men like Governor Mills, Terri-typ- e
torfal Engineer Charles D. Miller and
Commissioner R. P. Ervien, to prove
that the immediate task of the Good,
Roads Commission is to carry tnto
effect the intent of past legislatures
hen they legislated for the construe-f
u
and
Scenic Highway
authorized the expenditure of more
than $20,000 upon it? They would be
benefitting not only Santa Fe and Las
Vegas but the entire commonwealth
and tnere is no other road project
tak-worl- d,

Fidelity and Deposit Company
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ANGELEo WINS
CONTEST OVER BALTIMORE.
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FICTION.

Meet on Pacific Coast
-- Next Year.

Often.
"Your

ing

of

They Wouldn't Put
in the Society Column
Esteemed
Overcharge

-

Profit -

$150,000
80.000

ia a its branches.
tenon on all ki ads of
octta bonds and
ana sells domes-transfer ejf
world ees liberal term as

My

So

Favor, Complainin Bill, Just Re-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ceived."
"I Assure You This Is the First
Rochester, N. Y., July 12 The fight
les was selected for the next session Time We Have Had Such Weather ln
Years."
o the Imperial Council of Shriners in Los Angeles for Twenty-fiv- e
"Full and Complete Details of the
1912.
...
Scandal."
Officers Elected.
'
'
"City of Brotherly Love."
Rochester; N. Y., July 12 The rght
"Gentlemen, 1 Have the Pleasure of
for the next convention, lay between
Introducing My Successor, the New
Los Angeles and Baltimore.
The election of officers resulted: Mayor, Who Will Now Address You."
"A
of Bouncing Twins GladPotentate, John Frank Treat, of Fargo, . dened Pair Home
of Our Townsman,
the
N. D.
Mr. Ardup, Last Tuesday."
Deputy Potentate, Wm. J. Cunning
"We Offer the Following Splendid
ham, Baltimore, Md.
ln Suburban Lots."
Chief Rabban, W. W. Irvin, Wheel Bargains
Va.
W.
ing,
An Illustration.
Assistant Rabban, F. R. Smith, Rochr
"Courage is often the result of ignoester, N. Y.
High Priest and Prophet, J. Putnam rance."
"How do you make that out?"
.
Stevens, Portland, Me.
"Why do you suppose the mice the
Oriental guide,' H. F. Neidringhaus,
other night would havo got your hair
St. Louis.
on the 'floor and torn
Treasurer, W. S. Brown, Pittsburg, arrangements
them to pieces if the 'mice had known
Pa.
were rats?"
Recorders, B. W. Rowell, Boston, they
Mass.
First Ceremonial Master, Chas. E.
Smudge For bulldog tenacity talM
Steffins. When he once takes hold ot
Overshire, Minneapolis, Minn.
Second Ceremonial
Master, E. J. a thing he hngs on to the bitter end.
r
Jacoby, Indianapolis', Indiana.
Grudge Huh' I'm a
Marshall, W. F. Kendrick, Philadel myself.

-

5urphnd haMd

,

"I Wish

Shriners Elect Officers and Decide to Name

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Cepitsl Stock

SANTA FE, N. M
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GENERAL AGENTS,

BANXENQ INSTITUTION IN

NEW MEXICO.

COMPANY

E

t,

OF SANTA FE.

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,
MOULTON-ESP-
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THE HRST NATO

OF MARYLAND
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE, PROTECTINQ
WRITES
OWNERS AQA1NST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.
,

J. B. READ, CasUer,
P. jkcKane, iuixtzst Cutfer.

sVJLPAL&i, tejMeit,

stspacy-faMic-

battel

?

or

private.
per cent
Liberal advances
tacts. The bank

ia all respects, as is

el sound baaklas;.
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Bronson M. Cutting at his new home jrom tne corn market. September BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
on the Buena Vista Loma.
to
to 4 off at 46
started
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General H. F. Robinson,
superin-Rally
'
tendent of irrigation for the Indians,
Chicago, 111., July 12. Black rust
Assistant Engineer Sears and R G. rumors from Minnesota, led to a rally
Warner of the service have gone to The close was firm at a gain of
Taos to look after irrigation matters cent for September."
PROPRIETOR.
Corn closed buoyant with Septem-oand from there will go to Shiprock
cents higher.
the Navajo Reservation in San ber 1
Wall Street.
Juan county.
New York, N. Y., July 12. Trading
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the Presbyterian Manse.
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the flace' given by the Mises can situation had Assumed a more
wrious phase, but there seemed to be
Spitz. The modern American system
pressure oi ouermgs irom auroau.
nf 1i,Hnr nvor nnlished floors seemed
Bonds were steady.
to interest him almost as much as his
Cotton.
own tribe's dances ' attract the "pale
Liverpool,
Eng:,
July 12. Close:
,
face."
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ces: American middling fair 8.63;
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W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
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WE

TVEN

in Santa Fe, with its low summer temperature, the
average man and woman feels the call to keep cool.
There are months in the year when one enjoys sitting in a
hammock or reclining in a wicker chair on the porch ; or, better still, gently swinging as the zephyrs fan one's cheek.
We have HAMMOCKS, PORCH ,SETTEE$, SWINGS, and
many other things in wicker, including some neat BASK.ET5,
and there is no reason the delights of the good old summer
time should not be yours. Come and see our assortment.
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John Pflueger, The Gloveman

I

FLOUR- want the best that
comes to Santa Fe then
If you

For All Purposes and All Sizes.
Work Gloves.

Dress Cloves,

you by our

Gloves for Everyone.

The

pflueger,
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Apathy on Stockv Market.
V Tflllw 19
Vow VftrV
Fvtiuima
apathy prevailed on the stock market
in the afternoon and attempts to in'
fuse life, into speculation by marking
up special stocks were futile.
The market closed heavy.
Cotton.
New York, N. Y., July 12. Cotton,
spot, closed quiet; middling uplands
14.25; middling gulf 14.50; sales none.
"NT

GLOVES
,

5.55.

quiet

at the

Right Price

)

I

Auto Gloves,

I

.

a

-

i BUTT

BROS.

DRUGGISTS
Phone I6I

Jus

"?

-yt
.

,

HANDSOME

;

.

t,

ar not asking unreasonable prices, either
.
but come and see what we have.
TOILET SETS

f-

-

STEIUNC SILVER NOVELTIES

.

Cut Plower
A Specialty

PLANT8, Fruit In Season.: Wednf
nd Table BeuqueU and DeooratloiM. C
1
; Funeral OMtgni.
Out of town erdora olvon earoful attention. An extra eaarge ef tte
for pwng on oroor under 13.00.

a

TBE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black IX

"-.

f0
nta ,Fa, New Mexlee.

Vegetables
s. kaune

am

SIGN

a

If you want anything. on eartb
New Mexican Want Art. .

DRY GOODS CO.
as

s

x

s

ss

s

x

as

ss

Dwelling House,

PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE

tn

l)

SNAP PRICE FOR IMMEDIATE, CASH SALE
Phone Black

No. 52

Phone Black No. 22? Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

'

J. P. Steed & Son

H

SEUGMAN

Fine Shade Trees, well located.
Will quote

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

Mrs. Allan G. Kennedy, formerly of
Santa Fe, where she resided with her
SIGN WRITING
IT IS OUR LEADER- - -- sure husband. Civil Engineer Kennedy, on
east Palace Avenue, died at Spokane;
First Class Work Guaranteed
why? Because Washington, where she., had removed
'
from
(year!
a
about
Portland, Oregon,
no better Flour can, be
ago. She was a sister of Mrs. Prank
;
W.
of Las Cruces, wife of PAUL
bought-ormade
any JudgeParker,
P. LACASSAQNE
Parker. The deceased, was a
- V-'- Hi
309 San Francisco
price.daughter of the late Dr. W o. Davis
of Mornlngside, Iowa. She traught
Street
We also have " Diamond Flojir,"jai in the public schools oi Sioux City
before her marriage and before coming
High Grade Colorado Milliof that is to. New Mexico had Jived la Arizona.
'Ever since leaving. Santa. :,Fe rflve
a leader in itt "class.
years ago she bad been an invalid.
A brother, D. Finney Bavis, of Iowa,
.DAILY RKEIPISiF
Sioux City, attended th,e funeral. The
husband survives. There were no
CARPENTERS
children.
Mrs. Kennedy made many friends
AND CABINET MAKERS.
during her residence in' Santa Fe, her
husband being in charge of the construction of tbe Santa Fe Central FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Railroad.
,

Work Guaranteed.

PhoncRed

115

LADIES'

K
K

Grand Opportunity.

Five-Roo- m

s

1

"H. C VONTZ,"

A

Worth Investigating

of Judge Parker. Was
Resident of Santa Fe Several
Years Ago.

at

"

;'

Low Cut Shoes

Phone Red 58

Night

,

it isand

CUT GLASS
LWof
Received

LADIES' MISSES' AND CHILDRENSV

xnujtiotuituu

Sister-ln-La-

Patent

Midsummer Closing Out Sale

ADOLPH

"Always Reliable"

:

-

CD.

-

C0,J

DEATH OF MRS. A.
. .
KENNEDY AT SPOKANE.

Boss

Shoemanj

ta

EXQUISITE

FURNITURE

ACKERS-WAGNE- R

i

With
the Best

C. WATSON & CO.

San Francisco St.

I

:

H S.

John

i Little Drug
Store

bv

Surety Bonds

.

The

:

etc. Renting:)

es

,

S

8

8

(City

.;,

2

Phon

U. BOX, 219.

.

8

8

i

BROS

No

" V
.
10.00
7.50
Sizes and Styles to please Everybody.

-"

1-- 2

!

.

4

$

s

Sweat Shop Goods!
FINE TAILORED SUITS
$20.00 Suits for $15.00
J '
"
"
10.00
15.00
V
" " 10.00
V
12.50

4

ALSO CARRIES. A FULL LINE OF THIS STOCK.

they last.

WHITE

DRESSES,

One-thi- rd

Off

X
X

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

PACE SIX

1. &

St, Louis Rocky
Unnitm
I

nil

UUIIipUIIJI

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
'

1

ZV..

T?1
A

.S

T"'"

935

10 oo

"'

o

"
q

.
'

25
81
42
9

'

;

"TnTT"

0
T

-

jj

45

g

gg"

...
Cunningham
housbn-m-

....oimon

Ar

"l.Lv

J

4
65

-

if

Raton, N. M

if

Lv

Ratou.N.M.....Ar
Clifton House N'M....
gl'reston
Koefaler Jqnctlon

10 16
49

l"i
If.
5 if

Lv

p,

i

;l
43

Ute

Ar

94

Lv

7 46

am

Ar

Iark,N.M...Lv

Store room oa lower
D. S. Lowltzkl.

FOR RENT
San Francisco

street

6 35
27
6 17

6 00

In a Bad Way.
"Doctor, I'm a sick man."
"How is your appetite?"

"Great"

"Do you sleep well at night?"
TYPEWRITERS.
"Eight hours and never turn over.
!
and repaired. New
"How do you feel in the daytime?"
K. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both Northland-South.with
Cleaned,
adjusted
Colfax
at
(Connects
Ribbons and supN, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
"Well enough."
platens furnished.
gStage for Van Honten M.
N. M.. at 9:00 A. m, dally excep;
M..
sold, exchanged
"Then, why do you think you are a
Typewriters
plies.
Stage leaves Ute Park. 83.50 for Kllzabethtown.
round trip: fifty pound baggage carried f reft.
ihi one way
rented. Standard makes nanaiea. sick man?"
and
jn a ir.ro faibilvbs
Mfor the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from Ithe
Dbs Mclnes. N.
"I don't seem able to guy the urn
Ail repair work and typewriters guar
tb at 4:38a. m
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- pire any more."
anteed.
"What you need is an ocean voy
change. Phone 231.
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M, WILLIAMS,
Z, G. DEDMAN,
age."
P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
pm

pm

i

The great (access oi Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
muscle-makin- g
materials, in condensed and concentrated form. With this help Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
the
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purifies
in
nerves
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the
short establishes sound vigorous health.
tissue-repairin- g,

offers momethlna "last am iood,
better FOR HIM It pay better.
eo
Bat you are thlnkini ot the euro not the profit, eo.
there' nothing "last a iood" tor you. Say

your dealer
it
It i probably

MANAGER

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medicine Simplified, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
sent for 21
stamps, to cover cost of mailing
Edition,
31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. I .
only. Cloth-bounte

a

d,

THE FORUM

BURKE IS
MUCH DISAPPOINTED.

-

ASK FOR TICKETS

5HIP YOUR FREIGHT

JtSStX

From Santa Fe

the territory.
Las Cruces,

EAST

THE

WEST

ROUTE

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

Q--

f

Paso Texas.

RATES

TOURIST

SUMMER

' Grouchy.

New Mexico.

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor

at

-

Fleisher Karl
Gardner Max

Koch Mrs. I. B.
Jimenez Anacleto
Johnson Miss P.

NATURALLY.

Law

Jones Myrtle
Herrera Carlota
Montani Ramoncita
Maratines Anastacia
Rosita Ortiz
Price R. C.
Parker Chas.
Pippin G. C.

the World)
Attorney-at-La-

ROUNDTRIP FROM SANTA FE TO
Santa Fe,

Atlantic City,
Chicago,
Colo. Springs,

Denver,

$85.35

Detroit,

50.35

Pueblo,

$60.35

St. Paul,

N. M.

WILLIAM McKEAN

44.35
-

Attorney-at-La-

Mining

50.35

Taos.

and Land

Law.
New Mexico

Correspondingly Low Rates to all Other Points

Ira

fi

Paraplule Prattle.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
didn't you bring my umbrella
"Why
and
8urgeon,
Physician
Veterinary
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary back before?"
It's been raining all the week."
College of Chicago.
Llppincott's.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
!
Danaar.
Office:
East side of plaza, corner
"Photoeraohr
is a business which
ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
'must be much more careful than oth
Phone Red 138.
ers, because it Is always subject to
12,
10,
exposure."
The New Mexican rnnona
"Exposure?"
pan? has prepared civil ana criminal
"Yes; time exposure."
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especial
To Be Taken or Left.
ly ruled, with printed headings. In
"Doctor, I am feeling worse today."
either Spanish or English, made of
RAILROADS
"Then stop taking the, pills I pre
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound, with leather back and scribed for you."
"But I haven't taken any yet!"
covers and canvas sides, hall full
"Then take them." Sourlre.
index in front and the fees of justice!
of the peace and constables printed
Write for Premium List and Program.
In full on the flrst page. The pages
Expert Opinion.
inches. These books are
"You women bear pain more heroic
are 10
made no in eivtf and criminal dockets. ally than men."
i ;
JOHN B. McMANUS,
ISAAC BARTH,
"Who told you that a doctor?"
separate of 33 pages each, or wiid
one
both civil and criminal bound in
"No; a shoemaker." Argonaut
Secretary-Manage- r.
President.
book. 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
Often Happens.
offered at the following prices
to remember Wombat's
"We
ought
t$-Civil or Criminal
In Borne way. Just a year
Hilario Garcia, ot Santa Fe, N. M.; Combined Civil and Crln-I&.Notice for Publication.
.. s.ou anniversary
ago his wedding cards were out'
Teofllo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem(07533. )
For 46 cents additional tor a single
"Forget it The wedding cards are
erio Ribera. of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus docket, or 65 cents additional for a
shuffled for a new deal
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos,
being
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
combination docket, they will be sent
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Novelty Wraps.
br mall or prepaid express. Cash Id
Department ot the Interior,
Many novelty wraps of voile, chif
Register.
full must accompany order, state
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
shown
plainly whether English or Spanish fon and marquisette are being
June J3, 1911.
stores,
wanted.
the
is
AND
FROM
ROSWELL.
large
TO
department
lays
by
heading
printed
Jacinto
Notice is hereby given that
'.he Dry Goods Economist These are
Connections made with Automobile
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
ana iook paracu-uarlline, at Vaughn for RosweTl,
dally. Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills. usually leit uniinea
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for
attractive over evening or lin
Ros- - For their kidney and bladder ail
for
Automobile
leaves
Vaughn
15
N,
range
sec.
35,
township
NE
Roe- ments, and for annoying urinary Irreg gerie gowns. Some of these are made
11 E, has filed notice ot intention to well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
fashionably-cu- t
coat with
m.
Automoolle
leaves
well
at
3:30
ularities are always grateful both tor Uke the
p.
proof, to estabmake final five-yecollars,
sleeves,
large
pointed
peasant
6
relief
and permanent
they
lish claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at p. m. The the quick
'
revers, etc. others v are
tonic
F
for
their
and
and
Torrance
and
tare
Santa
S.
between
Land
afford,
V.
or
receiver,
before register
can De
suppea on or on.
effect as well. Try Fo which coats reaouy
are shown in black.
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st is $5.80 and between Torrance and strengthening
These
all
Pills.
For
on
seats
i
auto
aie
Reserve
110.
Roswell
by
ley Kidney
drug cerise, purple, Hpuaaa blue, Empire
day of July, 1911.
mobile by wire. J. W Wocaard.
gists.
, Claimant tames at witseeaeav
green .and other fsaUonable colorlaav

ALBUQUERQUE,

October 9,

II,

EXCURSION RATES

U, 14,1911,

OOLL

'

7

-

-

y

1--

-

ar

cape-wrap-

i.:i',:fc.,iC':;k-l:iv'iJ',-

!

;

ting

i

(2)
-

.(:','

.

,

Restorer of

Rain!
Sending his voice before him?
-

Rain!
The upland steeps

Mighty

are shrouded by

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Thy shadow fills the hollow vale; the
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
pools
No longer glimmer, and the silvery
Department of the Interior
United States Land Office.
streams
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911,
Darken to veins of lead at thy ap
Notice is hereby given that the fol
proach.
lowing named claimant has filed no- Oh
Rain! Already thou art
mighty
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under And here;
every roof is beaten by thy
sections 16 abd 17 of the act of March
streams,
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
as thou passest, every glassy
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 And,
spring
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. 3. Commissioner Grows rough, and every leaf In all the
woods
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de Is struck, and quivers. All the hill
tops slake
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract Their thirst from thee; a thousand
In Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
languishing fields.
He names the following witnesses A thousand tainting gardens, are re- to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala- zar, ruiiaor juarunez, isoDru uar- IKMilr-.UH- l
Cla' au 01 Cuba, rj. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance ot said proot
or who knows ot any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proot should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
,

:

Ni

i

thy mists;.

H. L. ORTIZ,
Joax That man has oeen mixed up
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaIn many shady transactions.
Hoax What is. his business?
Practicing before all the courts in
Joax Awning maker.
the Territory.
ON SALE DAILY
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Settle It for Yourself.
JUNE 1 TO SEPTEMBER 30, LIMIT OCTOBER 31.
The question of the day seems to've
PROBERT & COMPANY
Resolved itself to which la
Investments
The most entrancing thing to wear.
Mexican
New
Union
or
A skirt or pair of britches.
Tickets and Reservations at . . .
Depot.
Building
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & 8toeks.
Money 'Loaned for Investors
His Worth.
We have for sale general stocks of
'You want $50 for that dog? It's
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities preposterous."
"But he's a splendid bloodhound.
throughout Tao county.
"Then by your own admission, he's
Bank References Furnished
. - - - New Mexico. only worth a scent"
Taos,

State

(

Smith Franklen
Slater L. C.
Smith Jim
Valdez Francisco Y
Ia calling fer these letters pleas
state whether "advertised" er net
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.

.

n

j

Medrano Mrs. Adelaida R.
Rougement Amada ;
Ridley Mrs. E. C.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

16.35

--

St. Louis,

18.15
21.10

-

-

'

;

McKinley W. L.

HARRY D. MOULTON

-

i

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, NM., for week ending
July 8, 1911:
tf not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington,
Angel Liandra A.
,
Alaries Sofia
.
Baca Refugio
Brome P. H.
Bowen Elzie (2)
Cordova Rudilfo
Carillo Ramoncita Rd
Cunningham A.
Clark E. Dale
Blake Marjory
Doctor
Downing Rev. Wm. J.
Day B. E.

Courf
Practice in all the
ind give special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M

VIA

(Scenic Line of

I

LETTER LIST.

"Yes," said the clerk, "If it wasn't
for several severe attacks of dysG.WARD
pepsia I'd have a good paying job
Territorial District Attorn y
by now."
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
'I didn't know you suffered from
New Mexico. dyspepsia."
Las Veeas.
"Oh, my, yes! My boss has had
Chas. R. Easley an attack of it every time I applied
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Catbolic Standard and
for a raise.
Times.
Attorneys at Law.
Practica In the courts and before
Land Department
Not the Proper Word.
Land grants and titles examined.
said the teacher. "your
"Tommy,"
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan- face needs washing badly."
M.
N.
cia,
"I beg your pardon, ma'am," said
little sister who had been
Tommy's
E. C. ABBOTT
Bpending six weeks in Boston with
Attorney-at-Laher aunt, "it appears to me that wash
Practice In the District and Su ing badly is not what Tommy's face
Prompt and careful needs. If I may say so, lt has been
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
badly washed. He did it himself, just
New Mexico before we started for school."
Santa Fe.

OR

BEST

,

freshed;
A Timely Remedy.
T rh rcditor For many years I A thousand idle rivulets start to
speea,
lived in a latitude 300 miles soutn oi
1
with the graver murmur of the
Chicago, where we had many consec-- And
storm.
utive days, and sometimes weeks,!
mey nurry
when the mercury stood ia the 90s, or Blend their nght voices as
'
on.
thereabout, day and night. It was the
a:
custom of each member of our family I shut my eyes, and see as in dream,
when just ready to get into bed to take The friendly clouds drop down spring
violets
a basin of water and a wisp broom i
and sprinkle the top sheet, just about The summer columbines, and all the
flowers
as a woman would sprinkle it for iron-- !
the woodland floor, or over- tuft
between
That
bed
into
then
right
get
ing,
ae-- !
arcn
one
In
this
way
gets
sheets.
the
lightfully cool and should be able to j The streamlet; spiky grass ior genial
June,
get to sleep In a few minutes.
Brown harvests to the waiting hus- Last night, when the mercury stood
bandman.
on
t tin.1.
iv,
BOUlcLlllUK
UCl ijv nhoMr
iiuuuuij,
And for the woods a deluge of f re A.
and
old
of
the
custom,
thought myself
leaves.
in less than five minutes I was very
Why don't some of those suffering
comfortably cool and went to sleep.
people come out to the cool, delightJAMESa FERRIER.
ful, invigorating atmosphere of beauMr. Editor: The above from the tiful Santa Fe, where sun strokes are
of July 7, is al-- entirely unknown, and where it is ab- Chicago Inter-Oceamost incredible to the fortunate oe--: BOiutely charmlne to be alive? I nev- cli- er tnew a gingle person to go away
ings who are enjoying the genial
Fe.
nearly
Although
mate of Santa
from beTe wn0 wa8 not glad t0 get
a third of a century has passed by j Dack again. I often wish we could
since I left my old home in the great sen(j gome 0f our delightful weather
city by the lakes, I remember as if t0 the sufferers in the East and South,
was yesterday just such blistering bUt as we cannot do that, the next best
de--1
is for them to come out here.
nights as. Mr. Ferrier so feelingly
scribes. Going up to on, s bedroom Thanking God for Santa Fe,
I am truly your friend
was closely akin to entering a furnace,
and to add to the intense heat there
A. L. MORRISON.
came on the night air, sickening odors
from the -- laughter house In Bridge$10,000 for Affections.
the
port, which did not resemble
Benjamin Elgart, a Denver business- Soenrs from Arabv the blessed." 1 man, has brought suit lor $10,000 dam- really sympathize with the good people ages against Max Goldstein, a money
In Chicago, who had to resort to the lender, for, alienating the affections of
desperate remedy for sprinkling the his wife.
sheets of the bed, then laying down,
and hoping to ge to sleep before the
Public Playground Dedicated.
sheets were dry. During that very
phe first public playground on the
time at Santa Fe, the nights were so western slope of the rockies was dedi- dellghtfully cool as to necessitate two cated on Monday at Montrose, Colo- or three bed coverings to keep warm rado. It is large enough for 300 chilenough to sleep with comfort. As I dren and is under the auspices of the
write, the thermometer at my house Civic Improvement League.
indicates 69, and to add to the comfort; I can hear the soft pattering of
the rain drops on the roof and amid
the leaves of the trees, which seem to
luxuriate in the refreshing shower. But
Bryant gives a description of a rain
fall, that is as true as life to the love
ly drops that are falling all around
us.
i..
An absolutely safe and harmless
"Who is not awed that listens to the
i

,

ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NBW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theac

one-ce- nt

paper-boun-

Manager E. C. Burke of the Santa
Fe Base Ball team is quite dishearten
ed over the small attendance at the
ball park Sunday when Las Vegas
played Santa Fe. Mr. Burke made a
effort to eet a large crowd out
a conces
CARDS
to the park and obtained
PROFESSIONAL
Would Bear Watching.
"You don't seem to admire Lang- sion, hitherto never granted by the
liveries to take fans out there and
ley."
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
"No, I admit that I don't think back for 25 cents. "Despite this fact
there were only 109 paid admissions
such of him."
said Mr. Burke; "and we lost money,
Have
him?
matter
with
"What's
the
PAUL A. f. WALTER
do
to
him
ever
known
anything Itis about time for Santa Fe to de
you
Attorney-at-Laride whether it will support a Ball
crooked?"
Mexlc
New
Santa Fe.
"I have never known of anything team."
It is rumored that Mr. Burke,
wrong that he has done, but he Is
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
one of these people to whom it is whose health is not of the best, may
Attorneys-at-Lato give the resign in the near future as manager
necessary
Practice In tie Dlstrl t Cpurt as frequently
of the doubt."
of the ball team,
benefit
ot
well as before the Supreme Court

-.

Superintendent.

H. W. Brown, Denver; Mrs. R. L.
Mensch, Miss Rita Mensch, Albuquer
que; a. Menneu, las vegas; viuei
Piers, Denver; B. P. Williams, Mrs.
Williams, City; Mrs. Ira Morgan, Dayton; Hilario Vigil, Tesuque; W. J. Lu
cas, Las Vegas.
Montezuma.
E. W. Saunders, St Louis; Charles
Kuchet, St. Louis;A. a'. Kerr, El Paso;
F. E. Wood, Albuquerque; H. E. Lup-to- n
Portland; H. C. Hansen, Chicago;
P. R. Pollock, Albuquerque; I. L. Robinson, Denver; Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Phil
lips, Truchas; H. S. Holloway, Tucum-carA. L. White, Kansas City; E. A.
Lee, Kansas City; O. K. Hart and family, Las Vegas; Anson Avery, De Kalb,
111.; A. H. Ireland, Alamosa, Colo.; Lee
Reinhardt, St. Louis; P. H. Kunsel- ton, A. H. Schmidt, Denver.
Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. Silviano Roybal, Cha- mita: Jose Salazar y Ortiz, indaiecio
Sanchez, Chamita; J. B. Honsinger,
Denver.
i;

WANTED Men and T)oys in Los
Small pay but can learn
Angeles.
electricity.
of automobiles,
trade
plumbing, bricklaying on actual con
tract jobs, 300 students last year.
Catalogue free. United Trade bcnooi
Contracting Co.. Los Angeles.

9 32

8 5a
05
8 20
8 02

HOolfax

Ar

Orrososo
...Cimarron
01marron
Nun
Harlan

u

FOR SALE! Seven room housi
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenu3.

f

.

Koehler
51
76
82

J"
lm

J

16
8 05

Oapulln
Vigil
'.'.'.'.Tuonipscn

16

8
8 SO
9 10

ii;;!!!!
:::::::.

J

m

Aids Nature

Palace.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

4 00

Rumuldo
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Hotel Arrivals.

WANTED A cook at United States
or
Indian School. Apply Manager
Club.
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JULY 12, 1911.

WEDNESDAY,
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Heedthy DigestiorT
Recommended by the medical profes-sio- n
; prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist of the
highest standing in Europe. stimulant or
Stemaliz is not a mere
temporary aid, but it it gradual and benign in itsellects, restoring the exhausted,
overtaxed or diseased digestive functions
to perfect health and capacity to perform
their work unaided.
Physicians who have used no other
medicine than Stomallx where their
patients have suffered from chronic gastritis, dyspepsia, gastralgia, anemia,
ulcer of the stomach, dysentery, and
other stomach troubles, report that these
diseases have yielded to the remedy in
eases of thirty years' standing.
Stomallx is the best and safest Remedy
for diseases of the stomach and intestines.
It is invaluable to brain workers, it benefits the youthful and the aged, it corrects
the ailments of children, and is absolutely
harmless.

For Sale by all Drvaoit$.

E. FOUGERA & CO.

New York.

AVnta,V.S.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

above-mentione- d

time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses ot said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
x

San Francisco, $45.20
Returning via Ofden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

MANUEL B, OTERO.
.
Register.
'

Instosd of liquid
AntisepticserPerQX.de
many people are now using

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic

The new toilet germicide powder to be
dissolved in water as seeded.
Por all toilet and hygienic uses it is
better and more economical.
To cleanse and whiten the
teeth, remove tartar and
prevent aecay.
To disinfect the month, de- stray disease germs, and

June

purify the breath.

to July 5, Aug.

7

to

11.

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20,
'

jp
&ts4
June

To keep artificial teeth and
bridtre work clean, odorless
To remove nicotine from the teeth and
purify the breath after smoking.
To eradicate perspiration and body
oaors Dy sponge bathing.
The best antiseptic wash known.
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
inflamed eyes. Heals aoretbjroat,woandf
aid cuts, 85 and 50 eta. a box, dirvfUt!
or oy mall postpaid. ffiateJ 1 Jresv
TK HAXTON TOILET OftsawM.Us.

27

1st

August 14th to 17th.

to September 30th,

Portland, Seattle and Tacoma
Direct Routes,

'

.

$41.90
$55.00

Return limit, Sep
Dates of Sale, June 27th U 30th, July 1st to 5th.
r
Liberal
Privileges.
. tember 15th, ml,
Stop-Ove-

For further particulars call on
may mzmt of tiM Santa Fe
v

H.S,

LUTZ,

Agent

WEDNESDAY, JULY 12..1911.
lence. TreseffTiy, the man turned anu

said:

STUPID

"At least, dear, I know there has
been some sort of trouble. You sent
for for me, to tell me. Now what
was it, Leo?"
She hesitated a moment, then told
BT NELLIE CRAVET GILL HO RE
him ' everything, of Bateman's attentions to her, his letter asking permission to come and the Insulting note
Leonora laid down her mandolin that followed. When she had finished
and took up a book.
Ten minutes the man at her side drew a deep
later she tossed aside the book and breath; but all $e said was "Ah!"
Ten minutes later, he ran the mawent over to the piano. She played
door and
whimsically for a quarter of an hour chine up to Leonora's
andbanged dwn the, Jid tapatient-iy- . jumped out, assisting her to the pave-nie- n
Then she crossed the room to a
'
a
window and, parting the green velvet
The leaden sky had just released a
curtains, peered frownlngly out at the hurricane of snowy feathers and the
air. At last she turned keen 'wind was whipping
crimson
and walked over to the fireplace, her roses into the girl's cheeks. She waiteyes seeking for the fifteenth time the ed while her companion removed the
face of the old clock goggles from his eyes, her heart beat
on the mantel. Only three! Another lng turgidly as she speculated on the
hour, at least, to wait
possible outcome of her letter.
The Imperative tinkling of the door
"Come In for a little while and get
bell caused her heart to bound fool warm, Billy," she said, "then we can
ishly. Perhaps!
But before the talk."
He turned. It was Tom Bateman!
conjecture was finished, a maid en
tered with a note, and handed It to The color fled from Leonora's face.
"I beg your pardon,"
the girl. It was without address or
she began,
envelope and Leonora opened It a lit- stiffly.
"I beg yours," he Interposed, comtle curiously. The writing inside was
familiar enough, and brought the ing toward her, "Miss Winston; what
blood splurging Into her soft cheeks. must you thought of me?"
She made no answer, but stood reThe lines were scribbled in haste, apgarding him coldly, a bewildered light
parently, with a pencil, and ran:
In her eyes.
"Impossible for me to keep engage"Where Is BUly?" she demanded.
ment this afternoon. Something more
"Down at his office, where he's been
important on hand. Will have to see
all afternoon. As luck would have
you later, when more at leisure.
I was there with your cousin when
"TOM."
your note came to him. I had just
The paper slipped to the floor from confided my intentions to him and
Leonora's nerveless fingers.
The was on the eve of going to you.
angry crimson slowly dyed her tem- Neither of us could understand
your
ples.
"Something more Important!" attitude. Billy could not leave his
"see you when more at leisure! work; he is
a very good friend of
With a sudden gesture of contempt, mine, besides so
he made me go In
she picked up the note and tore It In his
place. When I saw that you did
two; then she threw It Into the fire, not recognize me, I
purposely kept up
and with an Indescribable look on her the deception because
I wanted to
stood
face,
watching It blase and know the truth."
char and vanish completely.
"But that note "she protested. InWhat a wretched simpleton she had dignantly, the hot blood circling her
been, to be sure, to have wasted her cheeks.
time and her love on a creature like
To Leonora'B amazement Tom Batethis. The bitter tears rushed to her man laughed outright Her head went
eyes and made scalding tracks down up with a swift touch of pride.
her quivering cheeks. What should
"All that stupid Tim's doing." he
she do? What could she do? After explained as they ascended the steps.
Tom Bateman's deliberate insult, "After having been here
what was there to do but put him out
times with notes tor
of her life forever?
you, It looks as If young Timothy
When she had gathered up the shat- O'Brien would have had better sense
tered ends of her
Leo- than to bring a note Intended for Dick
nora went slowly upstairs to her room Chestnut here to you, doesn't it?".
and sat down before her desk. She
Leonora dimpled in spite of herself.
pulled open a drawer and took out "It looks as If you might have been
two letters lying there. One was from a little careful In addressing your
young Bateman the last one he had communications."
written and in which he had begged
Bateman reddened. "As If a man in
permission to come to her on this my fix had any sense at all, sweetvery afternoon, hinting openly of the heart!"
words he Intended to speak; that he
"Anyway," said Leonora as they enhad spoken, in fact, In a hundred lit- tered the door, "I am glad even Timotle ways since he had known her. The thy thinks I'm the only one you can
other letter was from her cousin, Billy write notes to."
Townsend. Billy had been very dear
She was very close to him now; the
to her ever since the days of pina- corridor was deserted. He closed the
fores and pigtails; h had never let door softly and took her in his arms.
a month go by without making some
allusion to the time when they should
Hitchcock's Hungry Raiders.
be married. And In reality, she would
The evening following the famous
doubtless have consented to share her raid of the postofflce department on
future with Billy, had it not been for the big brokerage Arm of Burr Bros.,
Tom Bateman's sudden appearance on In New York, Postmaster General
the horizon of her life growing closer Hitchcock received the newspaper
and closer Into the very fiber of It till men In his hotel room to give them
everything In the whole world had any Information they desired about the
seemed transformed.
raid. He paid a high tribute to the
With a little sobbing catch of her ten picked Inspectors who had pulled
breath, Leonora unfolded her cousin's off the job, and then stood leaning
letter and readf
against a door for a long time, an"Dearest Leo:
swering the questions fired at him.
When the reporters had left, he
"It's no use, I suppose, but I'm not
,
going to quit without one more stag- said:
"I haven't had a bite to eat for more
ger. If you are sure It's quite hopeless, tell me so, and 111 never bother than 12 hours."
He stepped Into the next room,
you any more. But you know, girlie,
that my heart is always in the same where the inspectors were waiting.
"You fellows hungry?" he asked.
place right In the hollow of your
"A little," replied one of them.
own little hand and If, at any time,
"A lot!" answered another. "None
you need me, or want me. Just say so,
and 111 spend my life making you of us has had a mouthful for the past
24 hours."
As ever and always.
happy.
"BILLY."
Whereupon Hitchcock and his ten
terrible raiders went to a restaurant,
the tears ran down the

TIM

snow-blanche- d

good-nature- d

it

l,

Again
girl's
cheeks, but this time they were a different sort of tears. Dear, generous
Billy! He had seen the perilous path
he was treading, had divined the
chasm at the end of It, and In his tactway, was offering her
ful
the protection of his borne and love
In her mortification and disappointment Under the swift Influence of
her gratitude, she seised a pen from
he rack and wrote rapidly:
Dear Billy;
"I want you and need you. Meet
five. I am
me at Delcey's at half-patoo restless to stay here. "LEO."
She summoned the maid and dispatched her Immediately to Town-end- 's
office with the note. Then she
dressed herself quickly and went out
into the street, to walk herself, if possible. Into some semblance of calm.
At exactly half past five, she turned
the corner and walked half a block
down to Delcey's.
The first thing
that met her eyes was her cousin's
Big green car. He was sitting in front,
with his cap drawn over his eyes, and
bis fur-cobuttoned close up to his
throat The girl approached him rapidly, her head bent slightly, against
the keen lash of the snow.
"Oh, Billy!" was all she could say,
when she got up to him.
He made room for her, and she
prang in beside him. The next Instant they were whirling off down the
glistening avenue.
"Why did you send for me, this
way?" was the first question he asked
bar.
"Because," she answered simply,
"because I wanted yon."
'Tin cfraid there's been a mistake
somewhere." His voice was grave,
but tiie whir of the machine, and the
wind in their faces, drowned all accent completely.
Leonora shot a swift query at him,
"A a 1 mlstaker . ah
questioned
sharply.
,."V
"Tea. Tom Bateman's wild about
big-heart-

and ate nearly everything the place
bad in readiness. Popular Magazine.

erled:
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"'"See! See! He's opening his
pockets and there an't anything In
;:.V
them.""1
By Their Smoke.
Uncle Hiram stroked his whiskers
and watched the big touring car as it
whizzed past him and up the road,
emitting a trail of bluish smoke from
Its
engine.
"Huh!" he sniffed. "Them may he
swell city fellers, but they certainly
some dura orful
was
see-gars-

TltrBita

HE 8HOULONT

HAVE DONE IT.

you. And forgive me, Leo, but I believe I was right in supposing that
'you that you cared for him.'
The girl said nothing, but a little
half-socaught in her throat
"Was IT They were going perceptibly slower now, and it was not difficult to oaten the tremor la Leonora's

have " no rich,
me suoh question, BUly."
. .TM answer.
nffirfait '
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out Being Seen.

Buyers attach more Importance to good newspaper advertising than to any other form.
Other kinds doubtless are worth
money and may earn a profit,
but be sure that before sddlng
the hundred snd'one other kinds
which you csn use, that you first
give proper attention to the field
which for retail selling works
with least resistance and is uniformly the most profitable
your home newspaper.

As a sergeant was bawling out his
orders the other day in barracks, and
watching the line of feet as the raw
recrult3 endeavored to obey the word
of command, he found, to his astonishment, that one pair of feet, more noticeable on account of their extra
large size, never turned. Without
taking his eyes off them, the sergeant
shouted a second order: "About
-.
face!"
He" could see that all the faces except those he watched turned in obedience. Rushing up to the owner, a little fellow, he seized him by the shoulder, shouting:
"Why don't you turn with the rest?"
"I did." replied the trembling recruit.
"You did, eh? Well, I watched your
feet and they never moved."
"It's the boots they gave me, sir,"
said the poor fellow. "They're so large
that when I turn, my feet turn in
them."
-4

Truth Will Out.
"Tell, me, darling, that you are not
marrying me for my money!"
He Why, my pet, what could put
such a thought In your head?
She Well, In your last letter instead
of "I love you a hundred thousand
times better than anything else" you
wrote "I love you a hundred thousand
dollars better than anything else!"
Fllegende Blaetter.
HE WAS HAPPY.

PAGE SEVEN

Acquaintance With Editors Make Him

Abraham Lincoln outshone Theo
dore Roosevelt as a booster of his
political Interests by judicious newspaper publicity, declared Richard J.
Flnnegan, former candidate for congress, in an address at the weekly
luncheon of the Irish Fellowship club
of Chicago In that city the other day.
According to Mr. Flnnegan, to Lincoln belongs the honor of being the
first to make use of newspaper publicity for obtaining high rewards.
"Mr. Lincoln, by an Intimate
acquaintance with Illinois editors and
by the employment of what might be
called spectacular methods to air his
views through the press, rose In a few
years from an obscure country legislator and circuit lawyer to a national
and International character," said Mr.

Important

Many factors are contributing to
"So you can find nothing about my make outdoor
advertising less popular
article to approve of," said the maga- all over the country.
There is first
zine writer.
the intense public feeling against dis"I wouldn't say that," replied the
the landscape, which leads
editor as he surveyed the manuscript figuring
many people to decline to. buy goods
critically. "It is quite evident the type thus advertised. Then there is the
writing was done by an expert"
common sense view that the billboard
gives no opportunity for thoughtful
Natural Advantages.
convincing argument, which In these
"Women would be complete fall-- days of fake advertising Is needed to
ores in politics. What do you sup persuade the buyer. Still another
pose would happen If they went to reason is that outdoor advertising unless constantly renewed, presents
congress, for Instance?"
"Doesn't every man's domestic ex- such a discreditable appearance. Rain
perience prove to him that a woman storms fade paint and wet paper, and
is a born speaker of the house H
soon your advertising looks decadent
and discreditable. A faded sign board
or torn poster conveys a suggestion
Greatness.
"Every man might be great at of a dispirited and beaten merchant,
who cannot afford to make bis ap
something, you know."
"Yes. I heard one of your neighpeals to the public in attractive fashbors say, the other day, that If you Jon. Under such circumstances the
n
had gone in for that sort of thing
advertising acts as a deter-!reto the possible buyer. No such
early in life you might have become
false impression can be given by the
one of the world's greatest
cleanly printed advertisement In the
columns of a newspaper possessing
good mechanical facilities.
The Source of a Compliment.
"A Spanish painter says America
j
Sign of the Times.
is a great country"
The conviction that newspaper
"How many pictures has he sold
space constitutes the most valuable
to rich Americans?"
form of advertising is constantly
"About 1750,000 worth this trip."
"No wonder he thinks America a growing. As a result it is supplanting other forms of publicity more and
great country!"
more. The following from the SalisA Boomerang.
bury (N. C.) Post Is significant, just
"So Miss Gummage got no damages at this point: "The Circus Owners'
association has wisely voted that Its
In her breach of promise suit?"
"No. Her lawyer proved .the man members will use newspaper space
to be such a lowdown, contemptible exclusively In the future and cut out
specimen of humanity that the jury the billboard entirely. In this endecided he hadn't anr value and con- lightened age every business man
ought to know that as an advertising
gratulated her on losing him.- -,
medium nothing can compare with
columns of a newspaper."
the
Communication.
Rapid
"Think of the benighted days when
they had no telegraph or telephone."
"Yes," replied the traveling orator;
Advertising Is not medicine, to
"and yet it must have been a comfort
be taken In time of distress. It
to make a speech in one town without
Is nourishment and should be
feeling that you would have to stand
taken regularly.
for every word of it In the next"
-

"

ta heaven?" asked the curate earn
estly.
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;
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World Famous, Declares
R. J. Flnnegan.

A Word of Commendation.

rtwtotaW."

m

LINCOLN PIONEER ADVERTISER

"Two of Lincoln's earliest Journalistic friends were Joseph Medlll and
Charles L. Wilson. Medlll and Wilson were among the group of friends
whom he consulted before he became
a candidate for United States senator in 1858. With him thev had bean
among the first to subscribe to thoJ
aocmnes of the Republican party.
"Greeley and other Republicans of
the east, and some of the western Republicans, were willing to help Stephen A. Douglas, the Democrat, In
that contest because he was opposing
some of the elements of his own
party more obnoxious than he was
to the Republicans, and because they
sought his senatorial influence.
"It has been said that Theodore
Roosevelt Is the most notable examMagistrate You had no right to hit ple of the public man who boosted
the Spiritualistic medium.
himself by judicious use of newspaPrisoner He was drunk.
per publicity. That honor really beMagistrate What's that got to do longs to Abraham Lincoln.
with it?
"In passing, we may observe that
Prisoner My father always told me the American editor of the past took
to strike a happy medium.
a more active actual part In political
deliberations and happenings than
does the editor of today. In these
Quite So.
"You axe always worrying," remark- days an editor and his views counted
ed the baseball magnate.
more than they do today with party
"It is the constant search for some- leaders."
thing new," explained the theatrical
manager. "You know, I have to ca- OBJECTION TO OUTDOOR ADS
ter to the tired business man."
"I don't let the tired business man No
Opportunity for Convincing Argu
worry me any. He roots with the othment on Billboards Publlo peeling
ers when he gets to the ball park." '
Also an
Factor.

Would Get Lost
',
if i take this young man, I will
start him with a small sum weekly,
but hell have to find himself."
.
"Oh, that would never dol He Is
t
too
"Do you think you'd stand any show

it

m

Flnnegan.

nt

Only Way to Success.
"Only by advertising in the local
newspapers and by intelligent appll
cation of the things learned hero,"
aid & R-- Miles In a chalk talk before
the low Retail Hardware association
at Des Moines, "baa the merchant la
the town expect to gala success. It is
sot enough, merely to' understand the

principles

of good

YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY,
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right
-

PEOPLE

Carrie You seem to thtak a lot of

AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.

THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
NON-PROGRESSI-

,

THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican"

are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The "New Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
every post office in Jew Mexico

pays to advertise

"no

salesmanship and

but the merchant must
apply these principles to his own
dltlons, and he can ao wis only
through exhaustive study."

Right

Bide Lights on History.

H

READ ADVERTISEMENTS.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therf is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.

Henry C. Work had Just evolved the
Afraid to Stay Away.
'
Through
Yes, hs one saved cat tits, stirring melody "Marching
"Our culture club generally has a
.
,
Georgia."
.
the deah fellah.
'
fall attendance."
,
"It's my Magnum Opus, he said.
Carrlslndeed! Bow?
"The ladles are brought through
' The world kindly overinnkxi
h. m. mutual admiration, 1 presume
Cholly Garo we a dgawetU
mm i
v
I Was ten miles from town.
"No; through mutual distrust'

.!

ad-

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Clarence.
Cholly

flf"""

that

Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

.management,

A Woman's

a day

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

"Anyway," snapped Mrs. Naggs, "a
"Well, I don't know," replied the
man about town. "I've been able to woman has a right to her opinions."
"Of course she has," growled her
stand almost every old show that was
husband, "and if she would only keep
ever produced on earth."
them to herself nobody would question that right"

b

"Yoa-tgr-

The Best Way.

Knew His Business.

.

tons.

M.

mm

Private's Beots Were So Large That
His Feet Turned In Them With-

Aakitt Who is that man who Is explaining all about aerial navigation?
Noltt Oh. he's one of our '
prominent experts.
ASKitt An, an expert aviator, eh?
'
Noltt No er an expert talker,

,

N".

RECRUIT HAD ROOM TO SPARE

run-dow-

Empty Pockets.
"I have a friend who has followed
the races for years," said Colonel
William Swearer, the Harlem wit,
"and he was not happy when the racing bills went into effect, especially
as he was a big loser. I asked him
how he felt about It an1 he replied:
"1 feel like the very young chick
looked to the small boy. The kid had
never seen cnlcks before and dldnt
know the patches at the sides were
wings. So when one of the baby
fowl tried to aprerd its wings he

"

.
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no. 4 Andrews

I OAF HP RPFAH That has been sh'pped in and is 48
hours old when you get it, or would
ANDREWS
and get a loaf that is warm
rather
phone
you
when it reaches your home, if by so doing you can get better
BREAD and at the same price ?
A

the Elks tonight.

Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on
hand. Phone Black 18S.
Just Another Cut in Townsend's
suit prices. They must move. See

LOAVES FOR 25 CENTS.

6

Phone

Get Your Padlocks when needed at
Goebels.
Broilers alive or dressed as you
like them. F. Andrews.
Three Comic reels of pictures at

and you will find that we are there with the Goods

No. 4.

F. Andrews

advertisement.
Little, But Oh My! So says Butt
Brothers company in their change of
Look is up.
advertisement today.
One Third Off means that Julius
H. Oerdes has let his profit go glimmering in his endeavor to clean up
Ladies dresses.
Your Glass Money is what H. C.
Yontz wants for he has cut glass of

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

pmethysts,

Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

GOLD AND SILVER

e recommend Wahham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best. Our stock oilers a wide as-

FILIGREE

sortment of

Waltham Watches

Come in and telk watch with
tis.

"t,

will
tnie-piec-

"It's Time

p!ain

It

will

what constitutes

S.

You Owned a Waltham."
show you the exquithin model Wailhams of

V'e will
sitely

tue

Colonial

Series
and will
name the WaUham movement
Lest suited to your
require- -

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

See him before
every description.
you buy.
Poultry and all meats every day and
fish on Friday. F. Andrews.
Born to Mr. and Mrs,. Alexander
Romero, of Precinct 18', on Wednesday,. July 12, a girl. Both mother
and babe are doing well.
Home versus Outside And the verdict is and should always be for the
home industry. For details, eee Andrews' advertisement on page eight.
Onions, 5c a lb., cabbage, 4c a lb.,
apples, 6 lbs. for 25c at Andrews'.
New Cottage A modern brick cottage is being built on Delgado street
near Canon Road, thus invading with
modem construction a part of the
city that thus far has not felt the
building activity of, the past few years
Don't forget. Fish arriving every
Thursday on D. & x... G. Lake trout
and halibut for your Friday dinner. F.
Andrews.
A Big Laugh in this program at the
Elks tonight. "The Puncher's New
Love," "Soldiers Three," "Cupid's
Joke" and "Misplaced Jealousy." '

r

DAVID S. L0WITZK1

u

Dealer in New and Second Hand

W

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

A

ml

J

Hardware; Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
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Phone
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Phone
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Market
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IIIUL SECOND HAND GOODS

Hand

Goods Sold on Easy Payments

Phone

CQ

92
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Du-ra-
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SWEET PEAS

.

Separate

Careful Attention.

Orders

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

ll

w

complete line of

E have

Union Lock Poultry Fence,
Poultry Yard Gates and Galvanized
Netting Staples
1

which we will be very glad to show
you and explain as to different
heights, weights, prices, etc.

t,

j

a

a

,

R
K

New and Second
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tain. Patronize our bakery, keep the . of Pennsylvania, dean of the faculty Bank and Trust Company, if true. Is
money at home, remember it's home of Westminster College at New Wil- revealing glimpses of high finance
industry, and just about as good as mington, and professor of chemistry that would stun even Wall street In
in that well known Institution. It Is the suit are involved 4,700 head of
home made. F. Andrews.
Floral
Beautiful
Display The rumored that Dr. Freeman slipped sheep valued at $21,000 and $10,000
wed- away from his eastern friends without worth of wool.
flowers at the
According to the alleding today came from the Clarendon disclosing the
of his va- gations. Hill Brothers obtained an opn
gardens of this city and show that cation trip, and. there will no doubt tion on the sheep by paying Bias
Santa Fe is thoroughly
be many hearty congratulations In
of Duran, Torrance county, $500
Letter
Morgue. The young man store for him and his bride when they down. Hill Brothers, so It is averred,
and young lady who write postal return to the college city.
.
then, went to Kansas City, mortgaged
cards to their "dear" friends and
The happy couple departed on a the sheep to Smith & Rickert. Then,
cousins seem to forget that Post late train today for the
upper Pecos so it is alleged they returned to Duran
master Burke has' not chairvoyant valley resorts, and will spend their and
through some process mortgaged
has
to
read addresses like honeymoon in the midst of the
powers but
to Duran. They are then
the
beauty
sheep
any other postmaster before deliver- and grandeur of the mountains of New accused of shearing the sheep and
ing the mail. Today a neat card was Mexico, returning to Pennsylvania in borrowing money on the wool 'from
mailed to a young lady whose first time for the
opening of the college in the El Paso Bank and Trust company.
name is evidently Frances and i the
and will be at home in The present suit is to untangle these
September,
a"
writer tells her to be
good little New
Wilmington, Pa., after October X transactions at to get at the truth or
girl. But the postmaster wrote ; the
falsity of these allegations.
card "Who? where" for their is no
name or address besides the - word FINANCIAL TALENT GOING TO
. To Oust Sheriff.
F. Andrews.
WASTE IN NEW MEXICO.
"Frances" in the correspondence. The
In the district court before Judge
Thrown by Horse A young woman card has been sent to the letter mor
Attorney General John Dawson has
was thrown from her horse in front gue.
John R. McFie, the testimony In the commenced proceedings aginst Sherof the Cathedral the other evening
Where the Ball Players ' Go The case of Smith and Rickert, a commis- iff Ralph Matrin of Cherokee county,
KVlO or)fi
onrl I'd crcroA enmA rTictitinQ
Fe base ball team will leave sion house of Kansas City, vs. Bias
Santa
Kansas, because Martin protected the
"""
ner here Friday morning for Dawson and
in hysterics when pifked up,
Hill Brothers and The El Paso liquor dealers.
clothing was badly torn and she seem- - j the Santa Fe will hold the train- 40
ed considerably bruised. She wasi minutes at French to Iqt them make
taken home in a hack that happened connections. The team will play Dawto pass at the time on its way from son Saturday and Sunday and Las Vethe depot taking arrivals up .Palace) gas on Monday. The team will be ret
Avenue.
,
inforced by Cornish and Lembke and
and
Joke"
"Misplaced Jeal- ought to give a good account of itself
"Cupid's
ousy" are Biographs and comic pic- in both Dawson and In the Meadow
Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
tures also. See them at the Elks to- City.
night.
Given
Mail
For Those Who Ride Horses The
Andrews' "ads." If you get tired heavy rains in the past ten days have
reading them, patronize us. We are made the unpaved streets muddy and
going to cut out advertising when we the paved ones slippery. There have
405 PALACE AVE
Phone, Black 204.
get enough customers.
been three or four accidents to eques
Fertile La Joya Valley F. S. Don-ne- trians and equestriennes this weekj
spent yesterday in tlfe La Joya from horses slipping and those who
valley, 40 miles north of Santa Fe, and round corners quickly or ride at great
vl
brought back with him specimens of speed may. await even more serious
wheat that are being grown in that mishaps.
garden spot of the upper Rio Grande
valley. The heads are heavy and the WEDDING TAKES PLACE
stalks are six feet high. Work is be- .
AT HIGH NOON.
ing rushed on the irrigation system
"
:
is'
fi
that will bring new land under culti- - Miss Mary Nevada Miller of This City,
vation in that section.
and Dr. Charles.Freeman of Penn- -'
"Soldiers Three," a Vitagraph cosylvania, United in Marriage.
medy that is j sure to bring a big
A wedding of more than passing in"
laugh It is at the Elks tonight.
terest to Santa Fe and to New ' WilIn Our Market. Fish, poultry, K. C.
mington, Pa., was so'emnlzed today
beef, veal, pork, mutton, lamb, tongues, at high noon, when Miss Mary Nevada
brains, liver, sweet breads, pork, Miller, of Santa Fe, became the bride
wiener-wursbologna and summer of Dr. Charles Freeman of New Wilsausage, minced ham lunch meat, mington, Pa. The ceremony occurrheadcheese, etc., all received fresh to ed at the home of Dr. and Mrs. James Union Lock is
Real Poultry Fence and
Money Saver
day. F. Andrews.
Albert Miller, on Grant ave., the north
More Showers Predicted The rainy
being beautifully decorated for
season seems to be a generous one, parlor
the occasion. In the midst of floral
for yesterday half an inch of rain fe!!
to the strains of Mendelsohn's
for to- beauty,
and showers are predicted
impressive wedding march, played .by
The
tomorrow.
inch
half
night and
Mrs. Arthur Robinson, and surrouna-eof moisture came down in less that!
by the family and a few intimate
twenty minutes shortly after 5 p. m.
the Rev. B. Z. McCullough of
in a thunderstorm that came up rapid- friends,
First Presbyterian church, spoke
the
The
from
northwest.
the
arroyos the words that united these excellent
ly
northwest and northeast of the city
in the holy bonds of
were brimful again and for a time young people
even the city streets were rivers. The matrimony.
Miss Miller, the bride, is the only
night was partly cloudy with brilliant
of Dr. and Mrs. James Albert
daughter
1n
the
moonlight through the rifts
of many womclouds. The maximum
temperature Miller, a petite brunettewon
her way ingraces, who has
yesterday was 75 degrees, . the mini- anly
FOR SALE BY
to many of the hearts of Santa Fe
mum 57 degrees.
from
since
here
Pennsylvania
coming
best
is
the
what
week
a
$25
salary
bakers get. That's what we pay. We two years since. Dr. Freeman, the
are giving you the best money will ob groom, is one of the noted educators

Prices are not higher, you get the
best K. C. steer beef for the same
price you pay for native beef elsewhere, at F. Andrews'.
Just as Much difference in gloves
as in shoes. John Pflueger knows
what gloves are' as well as shoes.
Why? Because it is his business and
tie stands ready to show you. See
his advertisement on page five.
Herod and His Times That will be
the subject of one of the Yale professors, who will be in Santa r'e in Octo-- .
ber,' to deliver a lecture in the course
of the School of American Archaeology, according to. an announcement received by Judge John R. McFie today.
That K. C. Beef is so good, that we
have not been able to keep up with our
patrons' wants. We know what to
count on now and will be in shape to
care for all your orders in the future.
'

UP.

Santa Fe, N. M., July 12.
For New Mexico Generally
cloudy with local sowers tonight or Thursday; not much
change in temperature.

WHAT WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE,

HOME INDUSTRY
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"Cash" no.

GROCERY, BAKERY and MARKET.
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Santa Fe Hardware

Supply Co.
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Store Sh i rt Waist Bale

The

Saturday, July 8, is Our Lucky Day
This is the Greatest Shirt Waist Sale you ever saw,
unless
you have attended the Shirt Waist Sales we have held
...
heretofore. 'M
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HAT A CHANCE !
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HERE'S THE SITUATION
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WE HAVE TOO MANY SHIRT WAISTS and w5 want to
clean them out to make room for Fall line. We won't carry
all; and we are going to
them over, for we simply won't-tha- t's
sell them at wholesale prices, as prices are
iPRIG
ANY
out
close
at
to
them
no object, and are going
Come in and take your pick but act quickly. The Shirt waist you buy will do you splendid service
'
will be right for next season.
The reputation of this store WILL BE YCiUR GUARANTEE that everything is as represented.

iot this season, and
;
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